Murphy 10K  Murphy, TX  USATF Certification
TX19005MWC Effective February 20th, 2019 to December 31st, 2029.
Not to scale. Restrictions as noted.
Measured by Matthew Compton. mwc@timeandmeasure.com
Parker

Description:

Start on track and run counterclockwise and take N.E. track exit ramp to the service lot behind the score-

board. Run across the lot to the N.W. exit and turn right. Turn right at the end of the parking drive and follow till reaching
the main drive across from the facilities building. Turn right, then turn left at the bus drop off drive behind Murphy MS and
follow around school turning just before Murphy Road at wide sidewalk. Run North on sidewalk that skirts Murphy Road and
follow until it exits onto the main drive for McMillen HS. Turn right, and then left at the bus drop-off drive behind McMillen
HS. Follow drive around back of school until reaching Murphy Road. Turn right onto Murphy Road into median side lane and
follow into Parker. Turn aournd at XXXXX. Right into the middle Southbound driving lane of Murphy Road to Betsy. At Betsy
Gregory

move into the Median side lane. From Betsy return to stadium using the exact same route as way used for outbound.
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M01: Behind Murphy Middle School before entering path. By big gray gas meter.
33.02297803 -96.61208603
M02: Center of driveway 1020 Murphy Road just after Betsy.
33.03413602 -96.61213799

Murphy Road

M03: Across from front door of house Gregory / Murphy Rd.
33.04862799 -96.61185502
Turn: At 45 MPH sigh that is North of Gate 3 of Southfork Ranch.
33.03721603 -96.61207303
M04: Across from the corner of house 1030 Murphy Road.
33.03721603 -96.61207303
M05: On path direct across from Northwest corner of Kimbrough Stadium.
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33.02595897 -96.61191696
M06: Midway down the paved ramp leading onto to the track.
33.0263095 -96.60842758
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When the route rejoins Murphy Rd. from Westbound Betsy,
return to finish using the same route as outbound from start.
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Start Finish is where
the N.W. corner of the
turf meets the
rubberized surface.
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